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Intent (executive summary) 
Our intention is to support our students in: 

Acquiring essential skills and knowledge in speaking, listening, reading and writing, across the curriculum, for education 

and for life. 

Finding a voice: building confidence and self-esteem through improved communication skills.   

Developing a love of literature that boosts overall engagement and supports healthy lifestyle practices and positive 

mental health going forward into adult life. 

Benefiting from structured, cumulative and targeted interventions that are informed by monitoring and assessment. 

Discovering strategies for overcoming the impact of specific learning difficulties. 

 

Implementation (executive summary) 

Regular in-class formative assessment. 

Regular planned summative assessments for units and terms. 

Capturing demonstrations of learning through Student Voice and SeeSaw. 

Using assessment outcomes to adjust our curriculum and to target support and interventions. 

Using reading age, spelling age and reading comprehension tests to monitor, intervene and enable accelerated 

personal progress. 

Building confidence in communication through cultural experiences such as trips and excursions, in-house workshops, 

and key visitors, across the curriculum. 

Regular and collaborative review of our curriculum and opportunities for students. 
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Intent 

 

Our communication curriculum is designed to enable our students to acquire essential skills and knowledge in 

speaking, listening, reading and writing. Whilst traditionally, these skills may be attributed solely to English as a subject, 

we structure our curriculum to encompass a whole communication approach. Our students need guidance in 

developing social communication skills and strategies, overcoming the impact of specific learning difficulties and also 

significantly improving their self-esteem and confidence. Finding a voice and being able to express themselves and 

their thoughts is key for the success of our learners: not just in education, but also in life. 

 

At Alt Bridge, we believe that with the right support, all students can make progress and acquire the skills and 

knowledge they need in order to lead successful adult lives and pursue their aspirations. Being able to communicate, 

read and write are essential skills which enable their access to the rest of the curriculum. We enhance the English 

curriculum through integrating Philosophy and oracy, thereby offering a further boost to communication and thinking 

skills. Whilst our students may experience challenges in acquiring these skills, we aim to provide the most effective 

educational provision possible, thereby enabling them to not merely function in the wider world, but to flourish.  

 

We are committed to ensuring that pupils develop a love of literature. Reading for pleasure and enjoyment provides 

a significant boost to overall engagement and supports healthy lifestyle practices and positive mental health going 

forward into adult life. The communication curriculum connects the skills of reading, using language, and applying 

thinking skills, in order to progressively build the foundations of confident and effective communication. This is 

achieved within a structured, supportive, and purposeful learning environment and though the commitment of our 

skilled and dedicated staff members. 

 

The range of interventions we offer across the communication curriculum include structured and cumulative 

programmes for reading and spelling skills, targeted support in written tasks, social communication interventions, and 

Speech and Language Therapy. Our interventions are delivered by trained staff who monitor impact and assess 

individual student progress.  
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Impact 

 

The impact of our curriculum can be seen in what our pupils know, can remember, and can do, as a result of the 

learning experiences they have at Alt Bridge. We engage in regular formative assessments within classes through a 

range of methods to ensure the teacher and support staff are aware of all the learning taking place. Demonstrations 

of learning that has taken place via pupil voice or work completed is captured and uploaded digitally to our 

student’s individual portfolios on SeeSaw - one of our online learning platforms. Many of the activities and tasks 

undertaken by students through the communication curriculum will enable them to also make progress towards their 

Education, Health and Care Plan (EHCP) outcomes. We use SeeSaw to highlight this progress. Parents/carers are able 

to access their child’s SeeSaw portfolio and regularly monitor the progress they are making in school. 

 

We engage in regular planned summative assessments throughout the year. These include end-of-unit assessments 

and planned assessments against entry levels, level 1 and level 2, and GCSE qualification markers three times a year. 

We implement the engagement model and pre-entry level assessments where appropriate through our bespoke 

whole-school assessment system. Our assessments provide indicators of how well students are working towards key 

end-point qualifications when they reach Key Stage 4. This data also provides a clear indicator of the knowledge and 

skills a student is not yet secure in, which enables us to adjust the curriculum, provide targeted support, or to intervene 

more intensively where appropriate. Where evidence suggests a pupil may benefit from more intensive intervention, 

we may utilise specific diagnostic assessments as per the requirements of the programme. 

 

We use standardised assessments at baseline (on entry) to identify the level of work our students are secure in and 

then monitor their progress in reading and spelling via regular reading age, spelling age and reading comprehension 

tests. This lets us know the gaps between their reading and spelling ability compared with their age-related 

expectation. We expect that our reading and spelling interventions enable our students to make accelerated 

personal progress in these areas. 

 

To ensure that our students gain confidence in communicating both within and beyond school, we provide a range 

of cultural experiences such as trips and excursions, in-house workshops, and key visitors. We have links with local 

community partners, such as Shakespeare North. The impact of the communication curriculum can be seen across 
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the whole curriculum and through all subjects, as we have a whole-school commitment to developing these essential 

skills for our learners.  

 

We review our curriculum regularly and collaboratively, continually assessing its impact and how it may better serve 

our students. We continuously review opportunities for our students to achieve external qualifications (Functional Skills 

and GCSE) to enable them to access further education and employment.   
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English Curriculum 

Themes 

At Alt Bridge, we have been reflecting on the impact that the last academic year has had upon all of our pupils and 

staff. It has been traumatic, and has also resulted in gaps in learning for many of our students. We therefore built our 

new curriculum with this in mind, with the hope that we can use the power of literature and of English as part of the 

healing process. We have carefully arranged our selected modules into themes in order to highlight the link between 

our course of study and the real world. 

 

Year 7: Identity and Belonging 

We want our Y7 pupils to quickly feel that they are part of the Alt Bridge community. To that end we have selected texts 

and modules that celebrate difference, individuality and humanity. To complement this we are also looking at the 

media, helping our pupils to develop a critical eye when looking at the media and particularly ‘fake news’. 

 

Year 8: Magic, Mystery and Morality 

We take a deep dive into the world of fantasy – creating intrigue and exploring imagination, while looking at how 

speculative fiction can be a lens through which we develop a greater understanding of the ‘real’ world. 

 

Year 9: Journeys and Adventures 

For the final KS3 year, we want to branch out into culturally rich texts which provide a springboard into the next phase of 

pupil’s learning journey. We have selected modules looking at classic as well as modern texts, which highlight themes 

that will resonate with our pupils.  
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KS4: Living to read and reading to live 

Examinations are important, but if the past year has shown us anything, they are not the be-all and end-all of life. Our 

KS4 modules are selected to equip our pupils with the literacy skills to live happy and fulfilled lives, while also securing a 

life-long love for reading and literature.  

 

Assessment  

Assessment is an integral part of the English curriculum. Along with regular reading age and spelling age assessments, 

we also designed bespoke ‘bookend’ assessments for all units in KS3 and KS4. Pupils will be given a series of questions at 

the beginning of a unit which will then be repeated when the unit of work is complete.  This will communicate to pupils 

and teachers what progress has been made for that unit. This will tell teachers what pupils already know before 

beginning a new unit, allowing them to tailor the Medium Term Plan to fit pupil needs and knowledge gaps. 

Self/peer assessment 

Pupils are very much part of their own assessment process.  Through peer- and self-assessment pupils have regular 

opportunities to develop their understanding of marking, which helps to inform their own development. Giving pupils the 

opportunity to see their work from a teacher’s point of view helps give them perspective and an understanding of the 

importance of assessment in planning the learning journey. 

Literacy targets 

Pupils are set termly writing targets. These are displayed in such a way that they can see their targets whilst completing 

written tasks. These targets are on a database so all member of staff have access to them. 
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Marking code 

 

SPAG 

All students follow a tailored spelling programme. In addition, SPAG is integrated into schemes of work for years 7 and 8. 

For years 9-11, Century Learning will be used instead, where teachers will set targeted tasks for individual students to 

complete online. 
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Reading 

We have layered approach to reading and intervention.  All our pupils take part in baseline reading age tests (three 

times a year).  Using this data, our pupils are grouped accordingly and specific intervention is delivered to maximise 

their progress. 

All our pupils have access to Accelerated Reader. This ensures reading for pleasure, and that they are reading books 

commensurate to their reading abilities. Pupils are encourage to read at home regularly. Progress is tracked by their 

English teachers, either through Accelerated Reader quizzes or teacher questioning. We have established weekly and 

half-termly incentives which not only encourage individuals to read at home, but also encourage a peer and 

encouragement network through whole-class prizes. This strategy helps to develop a community of enthusiastic readers.  

From Spring 2022 we will be using Phonics for Pupils with SEN (systematic, synthetic phonics). This programme enables 

pupils with a range of SEN to find reading and spelling success and is suitable for those with specific learning difficulties. 

To ensure that our practice is fluid and has the maximum impact, we also have select staff who are trained in That 

Reading Thing, which is a programme created specifically for teens and adults to help develop reading skills and 

empower them to recognise their existing phonemic awareness. Both Phonics for Pupils with SEN, and That Reading 

Thing, are based upon the linguistic phonics approach. We have dedicated staff who conduct 1:1 and small group 

reading interventions in both programmes to further support certain pupils to develop their love of reading and focus on 

specific areas for improvement. 

To ensure that we have the most powerful impact, all staff have taken part in That Spelling Thing CPD training (October 

2021) so all staff are tackling spelling and reading throughout the school day. 

Select pupils have access to Lexia, which is a precision teaching programme helping pupils develop reading skills 

including phonics, vocabulary building and comprehension. 

Since September 2021, we have been using First News. This is a newspaper that is published regularly and is 

accompanied with additional teaching resources. At Alt Bridge, we appreciate that the media does not stand still. First 

News is an introduction into the world of media commentary; it gives our pupils the ability to engage critically with 

stories, and then to use that skill to understand the many agendas and dangers of the press and of social media.  
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Writing 

Students are taught to write clearly and accurately for a range of purposes and audiences using correct spellings and 

punctuation. They are taught to use compositional skills, to develop ideas and communicate meaning to a reader, 

using a wide range of vocabulary, an effective style and to draft and revise work. Emphasis is placed on the 

organisation and structure of sentences and the correct use of grammar. Students are taught essential presentation 

skills, accurate punctuation, correct spelling and legible handwriting.  These skills  

 

Speaking, listening and communication 

All students are taught to use the vocabulary and grammar of spoken, standard English, to formulate, clarify and 

express ideas. They are encouraged to adapt their speech to a widening range of circumstances, to listen to one 

another encouragingly and to participate in group discussions. They are given the opportunity to debate and develop 

arguments on a variety of issues and topics.  

As part of our curriculum redesign, we have placed great emphasis on oracy in the classroom. We have embedded 

Philosophy4Children session throughout our KS3 and KS4 curriculum. Philosophical thought, and the ability to debate 

with others who have differing views, are two skills that serve us well in the world, and two that are sadly lacking in large 

parts of modern life. By teaching our pupils how to respectfully disagree, and how to approach matters from a logical 

and critically sound methodology, we are supporting them to become successful, happy and well-rounded adults. P4C 

blends particularly well with the English curriculum, as our literature is full of moral lessons. 

 

 

Handwriting 

A whole school policy on handwriting should reflect the aims and objectives of the English Department and involve 

consultation with other curriculum areas. 
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 Aims 

 For all students to develop their own legible style of handwriting in both cursive and printed styles. 

 For all students to write with increasing fluency, confidence and speed. 

 For students to be aware that different forms of handwriting are to be used for different purposes. 

 To be aware of the difficulties left-handed students may experience. 

In order to achieve this in English, students will be taught: 

 To develop fine motor control. 

 The importance of correct posture and paper position, whether right of left handed. 

 To use a pen or pencil and hold it effectively. 

 To write from left to right and top to bottom on a page. 

 To start and finish letters correctly. 

 To form letters of regular shape and size. 

 To form upper and lower case letters correctly. 

 To put regular spaces between words. 

 To join letters. 

 To write legibly in both joined and printed styles. 

 To use different styles of writing for different purposes. 

 The importance of neat and clear presentation in order to communicate effective meaning. 

Assessment 

Assessment of handwriting is an ongoing process and will take place during English lessons. 

Curriculum areas will monitor presentation of written work. This will be evident in display work, in students’ files and 

throughout the school. 
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English Curriculum Long Term Plan (Impact) 

 

English Curriculum Key Stage 3 
 
 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Year 7 
 

Identity and 

Belonging 
 

 

 

 

The Boy in the Dress by 

David Walliams 

 

 
 

Modern text 

 

- To critically discuss 

topics in a 

collaborative, creative 

and caring manner 

(P4C). 

  

- To understand the 

difference between 

implicit and explicit 

information. 

 

- To consider and 

discuss personal issues, 

such as identity, 

healthy eating, 

positive relationships, 

and mental health; as 

well as social issues 

such as stereotyping, 

 

News- 

Wise 

 

 

Non-fiction 

 

 

- To engage pupils in 

news and deepen 

their understanding 

of how and why it is 

produced. 

 

- To enable pupils to 

critically navigate 

the news. 

 

- To empower pupils 

to report their 

own news stories. 

 

- Pupils will report 

their own news story 

about a REAL issue 

relevant to their own 

lives and 

communities. 

 

Macbeth William 

Shakespeare 

 

Shakespeare 

Seminal literature  

 

- To critically discuss topics 

in a collaborative, 

creative and caring 

manner (P4C). 

 

- To learn about 

Shakespeare and the 

historical context of the 

play. 

 

- To investigate Macbeth 

and Lady Macbeth’s 

struggle with identity and 

belonging.  

 

- To explore 

Shakespearean language 

still used today.  

 

 

Biographies: Leo Messi & 

Nicola Adams  

by Roy Apps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Non-fiction 

 

 - To critically discuss 

topics in a collaborative, 

creative and caring 

manner (P4C). 

 

- To understand the main 

features of biographical 

writing. 

 

- To write two mini book 

reviews. 

 

- To read and compare 

two biographical texts.  

 

-To develop retrieval and 

inference skills and 

analyse writer’s use of 

language. 

 

The Boy at the Back of 

the Class by Onjali Q. 

Raúf 

 

Modern text 

 

- To critically discuss 

topics in a 

collaborative, creative 

and caring manner 

(P4C). 

 

- To develop 

understanding of the 

story, characters, 

themes and language. 

 

- To explore social, 

emotional, historic and 

geographic context of 

Syria. 

 

- To talk and write 

persuasively in support 

of refugees, enhancing 

the pupils’ empathy 

 

An Introduction to 

Poetry 

 

Poetry 

 

  

- To critically discuss 

topics in a 

collaborative, creative 

and caring manner 

(P4C). 

- Pupils consider the 

concept of poetry. Why 

do people write poetry? 

What are the benefits of 

writing/reading/listening 

to poetry?  

 

- To explore poetic 

devices: simile, 

onomatopoeia; 

metaphor; rhyming 

couplets 

 

- To understand that 

some poetry has rules 
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friendship and 

bullying.  

 

- To understand 

writer’s language 

choices and consider 

the vocabulary used 

in pupils’ own writing. 

 

 

  

- To explore the 

differences between 

plays and prose. 

 

- To explore character 

development through 

reading, writing and 

drama activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-To secure awareness of 

audience and purpose. 

 

- To produce an extended 

piece of biographical 

writing. 

 

- To practise effective 

goal setting. 

and sympathy with this 

important issue. 

 

- To apply all that they 

have learned to write a 

newspaper feature on 

the main characters 

from the story.  

(poetic forms): haiku, 

limericks; shape poetry. 

 

- To explore Slam poetry. 

How can poetry be 

used as protest?  

Prior and 

future links 

(examples) 

 

 

 

Prior links:  

- David Walliams is a 

popular children’s 

author and many of 

our pupils will be 

familiar with his work. 

 

Future links:  

- Embracing all groups 

and denies. (The Boy 

at the Back of the 

Class and Wonder’.  

-Persuasive writing 

techniques 

(‘NewsWise’; Room 

13). 

 

 

Prior links:  

- Challenging bias 

and stereotypes; 

persuasive writing. 

(The Boy in the 

Dress). 

 

Future links:  

- ‘Nicola Adams 

Biography’ 

(bias/stereotyping). 

-Stone Cold (the 

media’s 

representation of 

homeless people) 

- Functional Skills 

English and GCSE 

Language 

(exploration of non-

fiction texts). 

 

 

Prior links:  

- Pupils will be studying 

Macbeth in their Drama 

lessons this term.  

- Pupils’ prior knowledge 

of Shakespeare and his 

works (primary school).  

 

 

Future links:  

- ‘An introduction to 

Poetry’. The witches’ spell 

(rhyming couplets). 

- Shakespeare’s language 

in A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream.   

- Shakespeare’s world: 

The Merchant of Venice. 

-Play structure: The 

Demon Headmaster. 

Prior links:  

-Dreams and aspirations 

(The Boy in the Dress) 

 

Future links:  

- Mini book review in 

preparation for full book 

review for Harry Potter 

and the Philosopher’s 

Stone unit. 

-Overcoming adversity: 

Wonder.  

 

 

Prior links:  

- The Boy in the Dress 

(overcoming adversity). 

-- Writing a newspaper 

article (NewsWise). 

 

 

Future links: 

- Wonder and Harry 

Potter and the 

Philosophers Stone 

(embracing all groups 

and denies). 

Prior links:  

- Macbeth (pupils re-visit 

the witches’ spell). 

- ‘NewsWise’ (‘Fake 

News’ poem). 

 

Future links:  

- ‘Ballads’ and ‘Poetry 

from Around the World.’  

- Poetic devices and 

their effects. 
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Year 8 

 

Magic, 

Mystery and 

Morality 
 

 

 

Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by 

J.K.Rowling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modern text 

 

- To critically discuss topics in a collaborative, 

creative and caring manner (P4C). 

 

- To summarise the plot of a book for inclusion 

in a review. 

 

- Deconstruct a review of the book in order to 

identify its structure (key topics; opinions). 

 

- To understand the concept of PEE 

paragraphs 

 

-To explore how writers create tension and 

atmosphere in their writing 

 

- To write an opening to a ghost story 

 

- Use key topics and personal opinions to write 

a book review. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

‘ 

 

A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream by William 

Shakespeare 

 

 ‘  

 Shakespeare 

Seminal literature 

 

- To critically discuss topics 

in a collaborative, 

creative and caring 

manner (P4C). 

 

- To explore the 

ingredients of tragedies 

and comedies. 

 

- To explore how the 

setting of the play relates 

to its historical context. 

 

- To develop a stronger 

understanding of 

Shakespeare’s language. 

 

- To write in character 

(Bottom). How do you feel 

you have been treated 

by others? 

 

 
 

 

 

Room 13 by Robert 

Swindells 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modern text 

 

 - To critically discuss 

topics in a collaborative, 

creative and caring 

manner (P4C). 

  

-To explore genre & 

conventions (particularly 

Gothic Horror).  

 

- To develop knowledge 

of PEE paragraphs  

 

- To identify/analyse the 

effect of literary 

techniques including 

persuasive writing & 

Gothic Horror 

conventions. 

 

- To gain an 

understanding of how 

stories are structured 

(story arc).  

 

- To plan and write a short 

story. 

 

 

Poetry: Ballads 

 

Pre/post 1914 poetry 

 

- To critically discuss 

topics in a 

collaborative, creative 

and caring manner 

(P4C). 

 

 

- To understand the 

main ingredients of 

ballads. 

 

- To read a range of 

different ballads. 

 

- To identify and analyse 

the effect of poetic 

techniques including: 

rhyme, rhythm, 

repetition, similes, 

metaphors alliteration 

and imagery. 

 

- To write a descriptive 

piece inspired by a 

ballad.  

 

 

The Demon Headmaster 

by Gillian Cross 

Modern text/play 

 

- To critically discuss 

topics in a 

collaborative, creative 

and caring manner 

(P4C). 

 

- To explore The Demon 

Headmaster through 

role play, creative 

writing and speaking 

and listening. 

 

- To develop skills in 

drama which can be 

used to explore a 

character, such as still 

images, thought 

tracking, empathy and 

hot seating. 

 

- To engage in group 

work and create a 

group performance, 

using all skills used in the 

unit. 

 

- To explore how the 

work of dramatists is 

communicated 

effectively through 

performance and how 

alternative staging 
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allows for different 

interpretations of a play. 

 

 

  

Prior and 

future links 

(examples) 

Prior links: 

- Writing reviews (Biographies). 

- Friendship and being an ‘outsider’ (The Boy 

at the Back of the Class) 

- Features of a newspaper article (NewsWise) 

 

Future links: 

- How authors create suspense (Room 13; The 

Demon Headmaster; Treasure Island; The 

Odyssey, Dracula, Frankenstein, ‘Narrative 

Writing’) 

Prior links: 

- Pupils will also be 

studying A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream in their 

drama lessons this term.  

 - Shakespeare’s 

language continued 

(Macbeth). 

 

Future links:  

- The Merchant of Venice. 

Shakespeare’s society.  

Prior links:  

- Friendship and team 

work (The Boy at the Back 

of the Class). 

- Characterisation (Harry 

Potter and the 

Philosopher’s Stone). 

 

Future links: Gothic writing 

(Dracula, Frankenstein). 

-Descriptive writing 

techniques (Ballads). 

- Persuasive writing (Travel 

writing) Functional Skills 

(English) 

- Foreshadowing (Dracula; 

Frankenstein; ‘Narrative 

Writing.’)  

Prior links:  

- ‘An Introduction to 

Poetry’.  

- Poetic devices 

continued. 

- Macbeth (tragedy)  

 

Future links: ‘Poetry from 

around the World’; 

‘Power and conflict’ 

poetry. 

Prior links: Macbeth and 

the conventions of a 

play. 

 

Future links:  

- Importance of 

friendship (Wonder; The 

Boy at the back of the 

Class). 

- Play conventions 

(Frankenstein). 
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Year 9 
 

Journeys 

and 

Adventures 

 
 

 

Wonder by R.J. Palacio 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modern text 

 

 

- To critically discuss topics in a collaborative, 

creative and caring manner (P4C). 

 

- To explore the main character, August, and 

begin to understand his point of view. 

 

- To use evidence from the text to make 

inferences about character. 

 

- To explore language conventions: British 

idioms. 

 

- To explore the themes of friendship and peer 

pressure. 

 

- To critically evaluate statements and give 

viewpoints. 

 

- To promote ‘choose kind’ initiatives in school 

and the community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Travel Writing 

 

 

 

Non-fiction 

 

- To critically discuss topics 

in a collaborative, 

creative and caring 

manner (P4C). 

  

- To explore the purpose 

of a range of travel writing 

texts. How does tone 

impact on audience? 

- To employ descriptive 

writing skills when writing 

about a place. 

- To design a dream 

holiday resort. 

- To use persuasive writing 

skills when promoting your 

dream resort.  

 

 

Poetry from around the 

world 

 

Poetry 

 

- To critically discuss topics 

in a collaborative, 

creative and caring 

manner (P4C). 

 

- To explore the notion of 

culture and its 

Importance. What is British 

culture? 

 

- To be able to identify 

the ways in which a 

poet’s identity 

influences their 

writing and how they 

use structure for effect. 

 

- To be able to explore 

the contextual 

significance of a 

poem. 

 

- To be able to analyse 

the writer’s methods 

and their effect on the 

reader. 

 

 

 

 

The Odyssey by 

Homer (Retold by 

Geraldine McCaughrean) 

 

Seminal literature 

 

- To critically discuss 

topics in a 

collaborative, creative 

and caring manner 

(P4C). 

 

-To be able to explain 

multiple qualities of 

Odysseus 

 

- To identify when and 

where Odysseus shows 

good or poor 

leadership. What is 

good leadership? 

 

-To use evidence from 

the text. 

 

- To explain how others 

view Odysseus. 

 

-To use key terminology: 

Archetypal, hamartia, 

allegory. 

 

- To write creatively and 

explore: tone; 

atmosphere; the five 

senses. 

 

Treasure Island 

by Robert Louis 

Stevenson  

 

Pre 1914 seminal 

literature 

 

- To critically discuss 

topics in a 

collaborative, creative 

and caring manner 

(P4C). 

 

- To explore the 

historical context of the 

novel. 

 

- To read for information 

and inference. 

 

- To explore Writer’s 

Craft. 

 

- To identify key features 

of genre (drama/ 

adventure tale). 

 

- To write to entertain 

and describe (extended 

description). 

 

- To plan and write a 

narrative essay. 
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Prior and 

future links 

(examples) 

Prior links: 

- ‘Choosing kind’ and accepting people for 

who they are (The Boy in the Dress; The Boy at 

the Back of the Class. 

- To critically evaluate (‘NewsWise’; Harry 

Potter…).  

 

Future links: 

- Review writing (Functional Skills and GCSE 

English language (Paper 2) 

- Critically evaluate (GCSE English Language) 

- Being different/‘an outsider’ (Stone Cold; Of 

Mice and Men) 

Prior links: 

- Non-fiction writing 

(‘Biographies’; 

NewsWise’). 

 

Future links: 

- Literary non-fiction 

(GCSE) and transactional 

writing (Functional Skills). 

Prior links:  

-‘An Introduction to 

Poetry’; ‘Ballads’ 

- Poetry can give you a 

voice. 

- Poetic devices further 

explored. 

- Structure further 

explored.  

 

Future links:  

- ‘Power and Conflict 

Poetry.’ 

- Apartheid and the 

effects of racism. 

 

 

Prior links:  

- Creative writing in 

genre (Room 13 and 

Treasure Island). 

- What it means to be a 

leader. 

 

 

Future links:  

- ‘Poetry from around 

the World’; ‘Power and 

Conflict’. 

- Foreshadowing 

(Dracula; Frankenstein; 

‘Narrative writing’) 

Prior links: How writers 

create suspense (Room 

13, Harry Potter) 

 

Future links:  

- Britain in the 19th 

Century (Frankenstein; 

Dracula, Literary non-

fiction). 
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English Curriculum Key Stage 4 

  Reading to live and living to read 
 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Year 10 
 

 

Dracula by Bram 

Stoker (Retold by Mike 

Stocks) 

Pre 1914 seminal 

literature 

 

- To critically discuss 

topics in a 

collaborative, creative 

and caring manner 

(P4C). 

 

- To further explore 

features of the Gothic 

genre. 

 

- To explore how 

authors create 

suspense through 

language. 

 

- To apply descriptive 

writing techniques for 

character and setting. 

 

- To summarise key 

events. 

 

- To read for 

information and 

inference. 

 

Stone Cold by 

Robert Swindells 

 

 

Modern text 

 

- To investigate issues 

of homelessness and 

possible solutions to 

them. 

 

- To use persuasive 

techniques in media 

texts. 

 

- To write an 

empathetic 

account of sleeping 

rough using sensory 

description. 

 

- To explore the 

distinctive elements 

of speech with 

reference to 

examples from 

Stone Cold. 

 

- To explore different 

types of narration 

with reference to 

Stone Cold. 

 

Digital 

Media 

Non-fiction 

 

- To read a range of 

online media texts and 

explore purpose and 

audience.  

 

- To identify key features 

of digital media texts. 

 

- Write to instruct, 

persuade, inform and 

review.  

 

-To read and compare 

reviews, articles and 

blogs from online 

forums.  

 

- To read for information, 

inference and 

understand writer’s 

craft. 

 

 

The Merchant of Venice 

 by William Shakespeare 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shakespeare 

Seminal literature 

 

- To discuss and describe 

action, characters, setting 

and themes of the play. 

 

- To explore the historical 

context of the play and 

how it relates to the 

modern world. 

 

- To read/perform key 

scenes from the play. 

 

- To understand writer’s 

use of language and 

structure. 

 

- To deconstruct a 

persuasive speech – what 

makes it effective? 

 

- To plan, write and 

perform a persuasive 

speech. 

 

 

Narrative/descriptive 

writing 

 

The Writer’s Craft 

 

- To recognise particular 

forms of narrative fiction 

genres.  

 

- To read a range 

narrative stories. 

 

- To explore how the 

structure of a story can 

make it interesting for the 

reader. 

 

- To explore effective story 

openings.  

 

- To extend vocabulary to 

create interesting 

characters and settings. 

 

- To consolidate 

knowledge of effective 

fiction planning 

 

- To plan an write an 

effective short story. 

 

 

‘Frankenstein’ by Mary 

Shelley 

adapted by Philip Pullman 

Seminal literature/ 

play’ 

 

- To explore what 

influenced Mary Shelley to 

write Frankenstein.  

 

- To develop inference skills 

through close reading and 

extract analysis. 

 

- To explore the 

presentation of characters 

through the use of stage 

directions. 

 

- To explore the 

relationship between 

Frankenstein and the 

Monster through character 

analysis. 

 

- To compare Stoker’s 

Dracula to Shelley’s 

Frankenstein. 
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- To explore 

characters through 

role play. 

 

- To write in style of 

the author. 

 

Prior and 

future links 

(examples) 

Prior links:  

- Gothic writing (Room 

13). 

-How authors create 

suspense (Room 13; 

The Demon 

Headmaster; Treasure 

Island; The Odyssey, 

Dracula). 

 

Future links: 

- Writer’s craft 

(‘Narrative writing’) 

- Comparison task, 

Frankenstein (pupils 

will compare the 

characters: Dracula 

and ‘The Monster’). 

- Functional Skills and 

GCSE qualifications 

reading, writing and 

speaking and listening 

activities. 

 

Prior links: 

- Challenging 

stereotypes and 

exploring bias 

(‘NewsWise’); 

descriptive writing 

(Dracula)  

 

Future links:  

- Structural 

techniques (Of Mice 

and Men; 

‘Dystopian Fiction’). 

- Functional Skills and 

GCSE qualifications 

(reading, writing and 

speaking and 

listening activities). 

Prior links:  

- Media texts, structure 

and purpose 

(‘NewsWise; ‘Travel 

Writing’) 

 

Future links:  

- Functional Skills and 

GCSE qualifications 

(reading, writing and 

speaking and listening 

activities). 

Prior links:  

- Shakespeare’s England 

(Macbeth; A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream). 

 

Future links: Play 

conventions 

(Frankenstein). 

- Genre and audience 

response (Our Day Out).  

- Functional Skills and 

GCSE qualifications 

(reading, writing and 

speaking and listening 

activities). 

Prior links: Story openings 

(Harry Potter and the 

Philosopher’s Stone). 

- Planning and writing a 

story (Room 13). 

 

Future links: 

- Functional Skills and 

GCSE qualifications 

(reading, writing and 

speaking and listening 

activities). 

- Creative writing 

(‘Dystopian Fiction’). 

- Descriptive writing (Of 

Mice and Men).  

Prior links: - Gothic writing 

(Room 13). 

-How authors create 

suspense (Room 13; The 

Demon Headmaster; 

Treasure Island; The 

Odyssey, Dracula). 

- Character comparison: 

Stoker’s Dracula and 

Shelley’s Monster. 

 

 

Future links 

- Characterisation (Of 

Mice and Men). 

- Life in the 19th Century 

(GCSE English Language). 

- Functional Skills and GCSE 

qualifications (reading, 

writing and speaking and 

listening activities). 
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Year 11  

Of Mice and Men  

by John Steinbeck 

 

Seminal literature 

 

- To critically discuss 

topics in a 

collaborative, creative 

and caring manner 

(P4C). 

 

- To explore 

Steinbeck’s craft: 

descriptive writing 

techniques. 

 

- To develop 

descriptive writing 

techniques when 

describing a 

character and a 

setting. 

 

- To investigate 

structural techniques 

and how Steinbeck 

uses these for effect. 

 

- To learn how this 

novel fits into its 

historical context. 

 

 

Dystopian fiction 

GCSE, Paper 1 and 

Functional Skills Entry 

Levels 1-3 

 

Modern fiction 

 

GCSE coverage 

 

- To demonstrate an 

understanding of the 

dystopia genre. 

  

- To analyse 

language 

effectively. 

  

- To explain how 

writers use language 

for effect  

 

- To explain how 

writers use structure 

for effect. 

 

- To critically 

evaluate a 

statement. 

 

- To write creatively 

and accurately. 

 

Functional Skills 

coverage 

 

Speaking, listening 

and communication 

(Entry Levels 1-3) 

- SoS1-7 

 

Literary non-fiction 

GCSE Paper 2 and 

Functional Skills Entry 

Levels 1-3 

 

Non-fiction 

 

GCSE coverage 

 

- To explore the 

characteristics of non-

fiction texts. 

 

- To identify and 

interpret information. 

 

- To develop our 

understanding of the 

term summary and our 

ability to summarise. 

 

- To focus on 

developing and 

improving the quality of 

our language analysis. 

 

- To explore writer’s 

viewpoint and 

perspectives (19th, 20th 

and 21st Century texts). 

 

- To revise different non-

fiction writing types. 

 

 

Functional Skills 

coverage 

 

 

Our Day Out 

by Willy Russell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modern text/play 

 

 

- To critically discuss topics 

in a collaborative, 

creative and caring 

manner (P4C). 

 

- To analyse and compare 

contrasting characters. 

 

- To write to instruct. 

 

- To write to explain and 

persuade (formal letter 

writing). 

 

- To explore the historical 

context of the play 

(Liverpool through the 

ages). 

 

- To analyse and compare 

to contrasting scenes from 

the play. 

 

- To use effective writing 

skills to entertain and 

inform (theatre 

programme). 

 

 

 

  

Exam Preparation 

 

 

 

- To critically discuss topics 

in a collaborative, 

creative and caring 

manner (P4C). What is 

‘success’? 

 

-To explore effective 

exam techniques. 

 

- How to manage stress 

and anxiety. 

 

- The importance of sleep, 

exercise and balanced 

diet.  

 

- GCSE English Language 

revision (Paper 1 and 2). 

 

- Mock GCSE exams 

(Paper 1 and 2). 

 

- Functional Skills Entry 

Levels 1-3 revision. 

 

- Mock Functional Skills 

Entry Levels 1-3 and Levels 

1 & 2. 

 

 

Poetry 

Power and Conflict 

 

Poetry 

 

- To critically discuss topics 

in a collaborative, creative 

and caring manner (P4C). 

 

- To comment on how 

meaning is conveyed. 

 

- To identify poetic 

techniques and discuss 

interpretation. 

 

- To identify and analyse 

themes in a selection of 

poems. 

 

– To explore how form and 

structure lend meaning to 

a poem. 
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- To infer and deduce 

information from the 

text. 

 

- To analyse character 

dynamics (power 

struggle and 

hierarchy). 

 

 

 

Reading (Entry 

Levels 1-3) 

-SoS8-12 

 

Writing (Entry Levels 

1-3) 

- SoS13-22 

 

Speaking, listening and 

communication (Entry 

Levels 1-3) 

- SoS1-7 

 

Reading (Entry Levels 1-

3) 

-SoS8-12 

 

Writing (Entry Levels 1-3) 

- SoS13-22 

 

Prior and 

future links 

(examples) 

Prior links:  

- Poetry from Around 

the World (Apartheid; 

literature from 

different cultures) 

- Descriptive writing 

techniques (Room 13; 

‘Ballads’, Dracula, 

Frankenstein) 

 

Future links  

- Functional Skills and 

GCSE qualifications 

(reading, writing and 

speaking and listening 

activities). 

Prior links: 

- Structural 

techniques (Stone 

Cold; Of Mice and 

Men). 

 

Future links: 

- Functional Skills 

and GCSE 

qualifications 

(reading, writing and 

speaking and 

listening activities). 

Prior links: 

- Non-fiction texts 

(‘Digital Media’). 

- Persuasive writing 

(NewsWise’; Room 13; - 

‘Travel Writing’; Stone 

Cold). 

 

Future links: 

- Functional Skills and 

GCSE qualifications 

(reading, writing and 

speaking and listening 

activities). 

Prior links: Analysing 

characters (Dracula and 

Frankenstein).  

 

 

Future links: 

- Functional Skills and 

GCSE qualifications 

(reading, writing and 

speaking and listening 

activities). 

Prior links: GCSE and 

Functional English 

qualifications (‘Dystopian 

literature’; ‘Literary non-

fiction’).  

 

 

Future links: 

- Functional Skills and 

GCSE qualifications 

(reading, writing and 

speaking and listening 

activities). 

Prior links: 

- Language techniques 

(‘An Introduction to Poetry; 

‘Ballads’; ‘Poetry from 

Around the World’).  

 

Future links 

- Functional Skills and 

GCSE qualifications 

(reading, writing and 

speaking and listening 

activities). 

- Some of our pupils will be 

studying English Literature 

GCSE at Post 16. This will 

unit will help them prepare 

for the poetry section of 

the exam.  
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Social Communication Provision 

To strike the right balance between 2 Key Pillars to support pupils for their social communication difficulties: 

1 – Modifying environment & pedagogy through increasing whole school knowledge base to create appropriate 

support for pupil. 

2 – Providing appropriate levels of challenge in order to support pupil to develop the skills they need to cope with the 

demands of everyday life and self-actualise to become the person they want to be.  

‘Preparing the road for the children and preparing the children for the road’. 

 

PRE/POST ASSESSMENTS for specific interventions to be completed for pupils working at 

Tiers 2  (Targeted) and 3 (Specialist)

Groups are compiled based on NEED and COMPATIBILITY

Children in MOST need of support are REFERRED to Social Communication Interventions

UNIVERSAL SUPPORT (appropriate for All)
TARGETED SUPPORT (necessary for some) SPECIALIST SUPPORT (essential for a few)

Needs of ALL PUPILS across the school are then identified

All children attending Alt Bridge school will receive a Baseline checklist/assessment: 

(covers all areas in section 3)

ASSESSMENT & NEED drives the purpose of the INTERVENTION 
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Once our pupils’ Social and Communication needs have been assessed using the Baseline Checklist, they will receive 

interventions relevant to that level of need as described in the table below. The Universal Approach is led by quality 

teaching practices in the classroom, including Zones of Regulation, Social Thinking, THRIVE and Social Stories. All pupils 

will benefit from this approach. Pupils with a higher level of need in this area will receive targeted interventions including 

Lego Therapy, Talkabout, Social Thinking, Sensory Circuits and Language for Behaviour. 

There will also be a small number of pupils whose Baseline Checklists indicate that specialist/intensive interventions are 

appropriate. These pupils will be further assessed by a Speech & Language Therapist (SALT), Occupational (OT) and/or 

Educational Psychologist (EP) as appropriate. These professionals will then create a bespoke package of interventions 

for that pupil. This will inform the teaching and support staff across Alt Bridge, with specific strategies and interventions 

being integrated into the pupil’s school day, in whole class, small group and 1:1 sessions as appropriate.  

Bespoke packages from SALT, OT and EP will include guidance and goals which will track pupil progress and dictate 

when pupils can be reassessed. For instance, a Speech and Language assessment may highlight a pupil target such as 

‘pupil is able to answer questions to Blank Level 3’. Once the pupil achieves this goal, staff can then refer back to the 

SALT for an updated assessment and new targets. 
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Baseline Assessment Tool (Questionnaire) 

 

Areas of NEED in ASC 

& Associated Social-

Communication 

Needs 

 

Language Skills  

 

Receptive Language (understanding): processing language, literal in 

interpreting words/phrases, difficulties in understanding concepts, 

idioms, humour, sarcasm 

 

Expressive language (spoken language skills): word finding difficulties, 

need based verbalisations rather than social, learnt phrases, echolalia, 

monologues, not reciprocal 

 

Social 

Communication & 

Pragmatic Skills 

 

Body Language: gestures, facial expressions, touch, proximity, posture 

 

Paralinguistic skills: volume, rate, clarity, intonation 

 

Conversational skills: listening, initiating a conversation, 

sustaining/maintaining a conversation, asking questions, being relevant, 

repairs, ending a conversation  

Assertive behaviour  

 

Expressing feelings, making suggestions, disagreeing, apologising, 

complaining, requesting, making choices 

Friendships/Social 

Interactions 

Social rules/expectations, making/maintaining friendships, negotiate 

and compromise 

Feelings/Emotions Regulating emotions/feelings, understanding others emotions, Theory of 

Mind, alexithymia (difficulties understanding and processing emotions) 

 

Sensory Needs  Sensory sensitivities, sensory overload, sensory seeking 
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Executive Function 

 

Organisational skills, verbal reasoning, initiation, attention, problem 

solving, working memory, generalising learning 

Flexibility of 

Thinking & 

Imagination 

 

Change, transitions, rituals/compulsions, differentiating fact/fantasy, 

phobias, obsessions, anxiety, perfectionism 

 

STRATEGIES/SCHEMES 

OF INTERVENTION 

 All pupils within Alt Bridge School will access the UNIVERSAL level.  

 TARGETED and SPECIALIST levels of interventions are brought into the child’s overall 

learning & support, based on the identified needs of a pupil following assessment. 

 It is expected pupils will move through different tiers at different stages of their learning 

journey & time within school. Some may start at Specialist and then move to a different 

tier, others may start at Universal and then following joint discussions with teaching staff 

and parents may require more Targeted interventions or Specialist assessment/support.  

 It is a fluid and changing provision based on ongoing assessment, monitoring, and 

evaluation of impact/progress. 
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Universal (Appropriate for All Pupils): developing and using core skills 

 

 TRAINING SOCIAL COMPETENCIES/AREAS OF NEED 

Recommended 

training for teaching 

staff (whole 

school/designated 

staff) 

ELKLAN Accredited Training: 

Communication Support for Verbal Pupils with 

ASD: 

 Understanding Communication 

 Sensory Needs & ASD 

 Blank Levels 

 Developing language, sequencing & 

narrative skills 

 Adult-Pupil interactions 

 Pragmatic Skills 

 Behaviour is Communication 

 Language Skills: receptive & 

expressive 

 Social Communication & Pragmatic 

Skills 

 Feelings and Emotions 

 Sensory Needs 

 Executive Functioning 

 Flexibility of Thinking/Imagination 

 

Social Thinking: evidence & researched based 

social-communication methodology, 

programme & strategies.  

 

Premise: All teaching staff need to first develop 

their own knowledge about the social learning 

process and what it means to engage “socially” 

before teaching social-communication skills to 

CYP.  

 

Online training courses to consider accessing: 

 

 Language Skills: receptive & 

expressive 

 Social Communication & Pragmatic 

Skills 

 Assertive Behaviour 

 Friendships/Social Interactions 

 Feelings and Emotions 

 Executive Functioning 

 Flexibility of Thinking 
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1. An Introduction to Social Thinking 

Vocabulary & Treatment Frameworks 

2. Part 1: Me in the Social World – It All Starts 

with Social Self-Awareness 

3. Part 2: Using Social Competences to 

Navigate in the Social World 

 

RISE – Resilience in Schools & Education -  

 

Recently developed whole school resilience 

program – untried in specialist setting but could 

be useful. 

 

Can discuss with EP as training provided through 

online training website.  

Resilience including the following areas: 

 Competence 

 Connectedness 

 Confidence 

 Coping 

 Character 

 Control  

 Contribution 

 Enjoyment 

Using Comic Strip Stories/Social Stories – Useful in 

managing anxieties, perspective taking, 

debriefing, trying out social strategies and more. 

 

EP can provide training.  

 

 Social Communication/Pragmatic 

Skills 

 Assertive Behaviour 

 Friendships/Social Interactions 

 Feelings and Emotions 

 Flexibility of Thinking/Imagination  

 

Zones of Regulation – EP can provide training if 

needed however unlikely given Head Teachers 

knowledge of program. 

 

 Feeling and Emotions 

 Flexibility of Thinking 
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Sensory Breaks / Circuits – Could perhaps require 

OT training or training from service such as 

Isabella Trust. 

 

 Sensory Needs 

 

 

 

Targeted (Necessary for Some Pupils): 

 Recommended targeted interventions to improve areas of need identified from baseline assessment 

 

 INTERVENTIONS/PROGRAMME  SOCIAL COMPETENCIES/AREAS OF NEED 

 Social Thinking Methodology:  Primary 

Intervention/Approach 

 

Social Thinking and Me Book Two Bundle, 

Michelle Garcia Winner & Linda K Murphy (Ages 

9 -12), Jan 2016: curriculum that introduces Social 

Thinking Vocabulary & Concepts. 

 

You are Social Detective! Explaining Social 

Thinking to Kids, 2nd Edition, Jan 2020, Michelle 

Garcia Winner & Pamela Crook 

 

Tweens and Teens Bundle (Ages 10+). This set 

includes Social Thinking and Me Book Two Bundle 

– see above. 

 

 

 

 Social Communication & Pragmatic 

Skills 

 Assertive Behaviour 

 Friendships/Social Interactions 

 Feelings/Emotions 

 Flexibility of Thinking 

 

LEGO® -BASED Therapy: (EP can provide training 

if required) 
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Provide a rolling programme of LEGO® therapy 

sessions throughout the academic year. 

Overview: 

 Frequency: one session per week 

 Duration: minimum of 30-45 minutes per 

session 

 Intervention Period: 12 weeks 

 Groups of 3 children to one 

teacher/teaching assistant 

 Find a set time and place for sessions 

 

 

 Language Skills (receptive & 

expressive) 

 Social-Communication & Pragmatic 

Skills 

 Assertive Behaviour 

 Friendships and Social Interactions 

 Feelings/Emotions 

 Executive Functions 

Language for Behaviour & Emotions, 1st Ed, 2019, 

Anna Brangon, Melanie Cross & Steven Parsons 

 

Key features: 

 Provides a framework for assessment, as 

well as a range of worksheets & resources 

for supporting pupils. 

 Focuses on specific skills that are linked to 

behaviour, such as verbal reasoning and 

emotional literacy skills. 

 Contains sixty illustrated scenarios that can 

be used flexibly (1:1, small group) with a 

wide range of ages and abilities to 

promote language skills, emotional skills 

and self-awareness. 

 

 

 Language Skills 

 Social-Communication & Pragmatic 

Skills 

 Friendships/Social Interactions 

 Feelings/Emotions 

 Executive Functions: Verbal 

Reasoning Skills (Blank Levels), 

problem solving 
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Talkabout Books/Programmes: these 

programmes provide practical resources and 

worksheets using an easy to follow approach. 

Best implemented within a small group context. 

 

Talkabout Theory of Mind to Improve Social Skills 

and Relationships, April 2020 

 

Talkabout for Teenagers – Developing Social and 

Emotional Skills, 2017) 

 

 

 Social-Communication & Pragmatic 

Skills 

 Assertive Behaviour 

 Friendships/Social Interactions 

 Feeling/Emotions 

 

The Zones of Regulation: curriculum designed to 

foster self-regulation and emotional control 

 

 Feelings/Emotions 

 Assertive Behaviour 

 

Sensory Circuits 

 

 Sensory Needs 
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Specialist/Intensive (Essential for a Few) 

 

 Outside Agencies: Professional/Specialist 

Advice and/or Support  

Example: EP, OT (currently Shine Therapy), 

SALT (currently SALT NHS) 

Intensive Interventions For example: 1:1 support using 

programmes/interventions above 

Special accommodations For example: reduced timetable, alternative 

classrooms/work areas 

 

Targeted Session 

Format 

 

 

All targeted small group sessions to follow a general format that include: 

 

 Beginning: greetings, sharing news, ice breaker, listening game 

 Middle: main programme/intervention 

 Ending: reflection of sessions, review of learning objectives, future thoughts, 

goodbye 

 

Training and 

Monitoring Processes 

 

 

 Always complete post intervention assessment to monitor impact and progress 

 Specific assessments (e.g. individual assessment from programme) or general 

assessment (baseline assessment) 

 Continually review training needs of staff. Provide a rolling programme of CPD to 

upskills teaching staff 

 Liaise with Specialist support such as SALT, EP and OT.  

 

 


